WINDHOUND'S JUNE
Red Sable Bitch, Whelped August 3, 1976
Bred by Aatis and Lynette Lillstrom

Sire: Windhound's Zeus
Ch. Duke Alexander of Twin Elms
Clouds Clouds Wish of Twin Elms
Zarka of Twin Elms

Sunbarr's Zoi of Tyara Tam
Sunbarr's Twin of Vala Rama

Voreoff Knight Errand
Tolkai v Bergland
Inushka v d Sabatchnaja Izba

Dam: Vorenoff Nirovka (Dutch Import)
Eng. Ch. Keepers of the Baron
Keepers Dark Sonnet of Vorenoff
Rodgivad Moonmagic

Owners: Aatis and Ping Lillstrom
New Bethlehem, PA